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Soft supersymmetry breaking masses in a unified model with doublet-triplet splitting
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Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa 920-1192, Japan
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We study soft supersymmetry breaking parameters in a supersymmetric unified model which potentially
solves the doublet-triplet splitting problem. In the model the doublet-triplet splitting is solved by the discrete
symmetry which is allowed to be introduced due to the direct product structure of the gauge group. The
messenger fields for the gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking are naturally embedded in the model. The
discrete symmetry required by the doublet-triplet splitting makes the gaugino masses nonuniversal and also
induces a different mass spectrum for the scalar masses from the ordinary minimal gauge mediation model.
Independent physicalCP phases can remain in the gaugino sector even after theR transformation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supersymmetry is now considered to be the most prom
ing candidate for the solution of the gauge hierarchy pr
lem. Although we still have no direct evidence of supersy
metry, the unification shown by the gauge couplings in
minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM! may be
considered as its indirect signal. When we consider gr
unified models such as SU~5!, SO~10!, etc., based on this
gauge coupling unification, we are often annoyed by
doublet-triplet splitting problem@1#. The reason is that, a
stressed in@2#, we cannot easily introduce a suitable symm
try to resolve the doublet-triplet degeneracy in a consis
way with the unified gauge structure. Recently, it has b
pointed out that the doublet-triplet splitting problem can
solved by extending the gauge structure such as a de
struction model@2# or introducing extra dimensions@3#.
Since the doublet-triplet splitting problem is almost gene
in the grand unified models including the superstring mod
it seems to be interesting to find models which can solve
problem and also to investigate the phenomenological
tures in such models.

In this article we propose a supersymmetry~SUSY!
breaking scenario which is naturally introduced in a unifi
model which can solve the doublet-triplet splitting proble
The model is constructed by extending the deconstruc
model given in @2#. The similar structure to the minima
gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking model@4–7# is au-
tomatically built in the model. In our model, gaugino mass
seem to be generally nonuniversal and then have nonun
sal phases due to the gauge structure which is require
realize the doublet-triplet splitting. The soft scalar mas
can also have a different spectrum from the ordinary o
keeping the flavor blindness. We study the general featur
the supersymmetry breaking parameters in addition to
structure of theCP phases in this model.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we defi
our model and explain how the doublet-triplet splitting c
be realized. In Sec. III we derive the soft supersymme
breaking parameters based on such a feature of the m
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and give some comments on their phenomenological asp
Section IV is devoted to the summary.

II. A SUSY MODEL WITH THE DOUBLET-TRIPLET
SPLITTING

We consider a model with a direct product gauge struct
such asG5SU(5)83SU(5)9 and a global discrete symmetr
F which commutes with this gauge symmetry@2#. Under this
gauge structure we introduce bifundamental chiral sup
fields F1(5̄,5) and F2(5,5̄), an adjoint Higgs chiral super
field S(1,24), three sets of chiral superfieldsC10(10,1)
1C 5̄(5̄,1) which correspond to three generations of qua
and leptons, a set of chiral superfieldH(5,1)1H̃(1,5̄) which
contains Higgs doublets, and also a set of chiral superfi
x̄(5̄,1)1x(1,5) in order to cancel the gauge anomaly i
duced by the above contents. We additionally introduce s
eral singlet chiral superfieldsSa . These are summarized i
Table I. In order to induce the symmetry breaking at the h
energy scale we introduce a superpotential such as

W15MfTr~F1F2!1
1

2
MsTr~S2!

1lTrS F1SF21
1

3
S3D . ~1!

The scalar potential based on thisW1 can be easily obtained
as

V5TruMff11lf1s1yu21TruMff21lsf21xu2

1TruMss1lf1f21s21zu2, ~2!

wheref1,2 ands are the scalar components ofF1,2 andS,
respectively. They are traceless andx, y, and z are the
Lagrange multipliers for these traceless conditions.

We try to find a nontrivial and physically interesting s
lution of the minimum of this scalar potential. The conditio
for it can be written in such a way as

f25
x

y
f1 , ~3!
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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TABLE I. Discrete charge assignment for the chiral superfields.

F(G representation) F

F8

3P5 or 3̄P5̄ 2P5 or 2̄P5̄

Quarks/leptons C10
j (10,1) a a a

( j 51;3) C 5̄
j (5̄,1) b b b

Higgs fields H(5,1) g g g

H̃(1,5̄) j j12a j23a

Messenger fields x̄(5̄,1) d d d

x(1,5) z z12b z23b
Bifundamental field F1(5̄,5) h h12c h23c

F2(5,5̄) s s12d s23d

Adjoint Higgs field S(1,24) 0 0
Singlets S1(1,1) e e

S2(1,1) f f
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Mff11lf1s1y50, ~4!

Mss1lS s21
x

y
f1

2D1z50, ~5!

where the Lagrange multipliersy andz are determined as

y52
l

5
Tr~f1s!, z52

l

5
TrS s22

5x

lTr~f1s!
f1

2D ,

~6!

wherex remains as a free parameter. We restrict ourselve
consider a special direction in the field space such thatf1
5ks and we also assume thatMs5Mf(11xk2/y) is sat-
isfied. Then, along this direction Eqs.~4! and ~5! become
consistent with each other and they are reduced to an in
esting equation such as

Mfs1ls22
l

5
Tr~s2!50. ~7!

This equation has the same form as the potential minim
condition for the adjoint Higgs scalar in the ordinary sup
symmetric SU~5!. It is well known that there are three supe
symmetric degenerate independent solutions in this equa
The most interesting one can be written as

s5M̃ diag~2, 2, 2, 23, 23!, ~8!

whereM̃ is defined asM̃5Mf /l. In the present discussio
we adopt this solution. Using thiss, other fields can be
determined as

f15ks, f25
1

kS Ms

Mf
21Ds. ~9!

We have an unfixed parameterk in this solution. However, if
we assume that this model is obtained as a result of a suit
deconstruction,k can be determined as discussed belo
There is noD-term contribution toV from these vacuum
07502
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expectation values~VEVs! in Eqs. ~8! and ~9! and then the
supersymmetry is conserved at this stage.

It is convenient to use the deconstruction method in or
to see what kind of discrete symmetry remains unbrok
when these VEVs are induced@2#. We consider the theory
space represented by the moose diagram which is comp
of the n sitesQi placed on the vertices of ann-polygon and
one site on its centerP of this polygon. We assign SU(5)8 on
the siteP and SU(5)9 on each siteQi and also put a bifun-
damental chiral superfieldF i on each link fromP to Qi . On
each link fromQi to Qi 11 we put the adjoint Higgs chira
superfieldS of SU(5)9. For the later discussion, we ma
consider the unitary link variablesUi[exp(ifi /M̃) and W
[exp(2is/M̃). Here we introduce an equivalence relatio
only for the boundary points of the polygon by the 2p/n
rotation and we identify thisZn symmetry with the above
mentioned discrete symmetryF. The equivalence relation de
fined byF makesS independent ofi or, equivalently, invari-
ant underF. This makes us consider the reduced theo
space composed of only three sitesP, Q1, andQ2, in which
the field contents become equivalent to the one given
Table I. If we useW introduced above, this equivalence r
lation requires thatW n51 is satisfied. Thus we can writeW
as

W5diag~e2ir, e2ir, e2ir, e23ir, e23ir!, ~10!

where eir is the nth root of unity. If we assume that ou
model is obtained as a result of the above discussed de
struction, the conditionUiWUi 11

21 51 should be satisfied fo
i 51, which means that the holonomy around each tw
dimensional plaquette is equal to 1.1 This requirement is in-
terpreted in our vacuum defined by Eqs.~8! and ~9! as an
additional condition2f11s1f250, which can be trans-
formed into a condition for thek in k22k112Ms /Mf
50.

1This corresponds to the energy minimum condition from t
viewpoint of the lattice gauge@2#.
0-2
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Now we consider the transformation property of th
vacuum under the gauge transformation such as

Ui85v8Ui ~v9!21, W 85v9 W ~v9!21, ~11!

where v8 and v9 are the group elements of SU(5)8 and
SU(5)9, respectively. The invariance ofUi and W shows
that the group elementsv of the unbroken gauge group sa
isfy the condition:v5v85v9 and @v, W#50. Since we
take the VEVs of Higgs scalar fields in such a way as E
~8! and ~9!, the unbroken gauge group isH5SU(3)
3SU(2)3U(1) which is a subgroup of the diagonal su
SU~5! of G. Next we consider a discrete symmetryF8 as a
diagonal subgroup ofF3GU(1)9 whereGU(1)9 is a discrete
subgroup of a hypercharge in SU(5)9. If we write the group
elements ofF andGU(1)9 asf andvD , the transformation of
Ui due toF8 can be written as

Ui85~ f Ui !vD
215Ui 11vD

21 . ~12!

If we takevD asW, we find thatUi is invariant under this
transformation due to the relationUiWUi 11

21 51 andF8 re-
mains unbroken. The invariance ofW is also clear. Thus we
can conclude that in this model the symmetryG3F breaks
down into H3F8 by considering the vacuum defined b
Eqs.~8! and~9!. Since the definition ofF8 contains the dis-
crete subgroup of U(1)9 in SU(5)9 as its component, ever
field which has a nontrivial transformation property with r
spect to SU(5)9 can have different charges. We assign t
charges ofF8 for every field as shown in Table I.

In order to solve the doublet-triplet splitting problem
only the color triplet Higgs chiral superfieldsH3 and H̃3

except for the ordinary Higgs chiral superfieldsH2 and H̃2
should become massive when the above discussed symm
breaking occurs. We should also require the conditions onF8
to satisfy various phenomenological constraints in a con
tent way with this realization. We impose the following co
ditions.

~i! Each term in the superpotentialW1 should exist and
this requirement imposes the conditions

h1s12~c1d!50, h1s23~c1d!50. ~13!

~ii ! The gauge invariant bare mass terms of the fields s
as C 5̄H, Hx̄, H̃x, and SaSb should be forbidden. Thes
conditions are summarized as

b1gÞ0, g1dÞ0, j1z12~a1b!Þ0,

j1z23~a1b!Þ0, 2eÞ0, 2f Þ0, e1 f Þ0.
~14!

~iii ! To realize the doublet-triplet splitting, Yukawa cou
pling F1H2H̃2 should be forbidden althoughF1H3H̃3 is al-
lowed. This gives the conditions such as

g1j23a1h23cÞ0, g1j12a1h12c50. ~15!

~iv! Yukawa couplings of quarks and leptons, that
C10C10H2 andC10C 5̄H̃ 2̄F1 should exist. This requires
07502
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2a1g50, a1b1j23a1h23c50. ~16!

~v! The fieldsx andx̄ should be massless at theG break-
ing scale and play the role of the messenger fields of
supersymmetry breaking which is assumed to occur in theSa

sector. These require both the absence ofF2xx̄ and the ex-
istence of the couplingF2Saxx̄. These conditions can b
written as

d1z12b1s12dÞ0, d1z23b1s23dÞ0,

d1z12b1s12d1e50, d1z23b1s23d1 f 50.
~17!

~vi! The neutrino should be massive and the proton sho
be stable. This means thatF 5̄

2
H2

2 should exist andC10C 5̄
2

andC10
3 C 5̄ should be forbidden@2#. These require

2~b1g!50, a12bÞ0, 3a1bÞ0. ~18!

Every equation should be understood up to modulusn when
we takeF85Zn .

We can easily find an example of the consistent solut
for these constraints. For example, if we takeF85Z20, such
an example can be given as

a5d5h5b52e51, s5j5z52a53,

g52c522, d52 f 56, b528, ~19!

where these charges should be understood up to the mod
20. We have not taken account of the anomaly ofF8. Al-
though this anomaly cancellation seems to require the in
duction of new fields and impose the additional constrai
on the charges, it does not affect the result of the pres
phenomenological study of the model. So we do not disc
this problem further here. It should be noted that the ex
tence of the different singlet fieldsS1,2 are generally required
in order to makex and x̄ play a role of messengers of th
supersymmetry breaking. In fact, theF8 charges ofx and x̄
satisfy

e2 f 525~b1d!Þ0 ~modn! ~20!

which is derived from Eq.~17!. This feature is caused by th
direct product structure of the gauge group which is mo
vated to realize the doublet-triplet splitting.

We can now consider the physics at the scale after
symmetry breaking due to the VEVs in Eqs.~8! and~9!. The
massless degrees of freedom are composed of the conten
the MSSM and the fields (q,l ) and (q̄,,̄) which come from
x(1,5) andx̄(5̄,1). We can expect the successful gauge co
pling unification for these field contents in the similar way
the MSSM. Under the discrete symmetryF8, the superpo-
tential for these fields can be written as
0-3
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W25h1C10C10H21h2C10C 5̄H̃21l1S1qq̄1l2S2,,̄.
~21!

The last three terms effectively appear through the nonre
malizable terms as a result of the symmetry breaking du
^f1& and ^f2&. This feature makes the second term fav
able to explain the hierarchy between the masses of the
and bottom quarks@2#. The messenger fieldsq, q̄ and ,, ,̄
couple with the different singlet fieldsS1,2. If both their
scalar components andF components get the VEVs, they ca
play the role of messenger fields for the supersymme
breaking in the observable sector as in the minimal ga
mediation model@4,5#. This is discussed in the next sectio
Although it seems to be difficult to produce a weak scalem
term within the field contents given in Table I, it may b
expected to be generated associated with the supersymm
breaking by extending the model. We may consider vari
ways for generating them term such as the mechanism
Giudice-Masiero@8# or the model based on the VEV of th
singlet field like the next MSSM@9,5#. However, we do not
discuss its origin here and treat it only as an effective par
eter in the following discussion.

III. SOFT SUSY BREAKING PARAMETERS

In this section we study the soft supersymmetry break
parameters in the present model. The gauge anomaly ca
lation for G requires us to introduce a set of vectorlike fiel
x and x̄ as mentioned above. Using these fields as the m
senger fields, fortunately, we can apply the well-known mi
mal gauge mediation supersymmetry breaking scen
@4–7# to our model. If the singlet chiral superfieldsS1 andS2
couple with the hidden sector fields which break down
supersymmetry,q,q̄ and ,,,̄ play the role of messenge
fields as in the ordinary scenario. The only difference fro
the ordinary minimal gauge mediation scenario is thatq, q̄

and ,, ,̄ couple with different singlet chiral superfieldsS1
andS2 in the superpotentialW2 because of the discrete sym
metryF8. If we assume that bothSa andFSa

get the VEVs,
the gaugino masses and the soft scalar masses are gen
through one-loop and two-loop diagrams, respectively. Ho
ever, the mass formulas are modified from the usual o
since the messenger fieldsq, q̄ and ,, ,̄ couple with the
different singlets.

The massless vector supermultiplet of SU~5! is written as

V5V8cosu1V9sinu, ~22!

whereV8 and V9 are the vector supermultiplets of SU(58
and SU(5)9. A mixing angleu and a new gauge couplin
constantg of SU~5! are determined as

1

g2 5
1

g82
1

1

g92
, tanu5

g8

g9
, ~23!

whereg8 andg9 are the gauge coupling constants of SU(58
and SU(5)9. The same relations are satisfied for each fac
07502
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group of H at the symmetry breaking scaleM̃ . The gauge
coupling constants ofH follow the unification relationg

5g35g25A5/3g1 at M̃ . The information on the direct prod
uct gauge structure at the high energy region is included
the mixing angleu. The gauginos become massive due to
mixing between the gauginos of SU(5)8 and SU(5)9 through
the one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1. These mass mixi
can be estimated as

Ml
38l

39
5

g38g39

16p2
L1 , Ml

28l
29
5

g28g29

16p2
L2 ,

Ml
18l

19
5

g18g19

16p2 S 2

3
L11L2D , ~24!

whereLa5^FSa
&/^Sa&. These can be transformed into th

massesMr of the gauginosl r of the gauge groupH by
taking account of Eqs.~22! and~23!. They can be written in
the form as

M35
a3

4p
L1 , M25

a2

4p
L2 , M15

a1

4p S 2

3
L11L2D ,

~25!

wherea r5gr
2/4p.

These give the same sum rule among gaugino masse
the one of the usual minimal gauge mediation scenario at
supersymmetry breaking scale such as

M1

a1
5

2

3

M3

a3
1

M2

a2
. ~26!

However, depending on the ratio of the scaleL1 /L2, each
mass ratio can be different from the ordinary ones, that i

M2

M3
5

a2

a3

L2

L1
,

M1

M3
5

a1

a3
S 2

3
1

L2

L1
D . ~27!

These formulas show thatM3 can be much smaller thanM1,2
in the case ofL2.L1. If we take account of the evolution
effect by the renormalization group, their values at the we
scaleMW , for example, can be obtained as

Mr~MW!5Mr~L!
a r~MW!

a r~L!
, ~28!

whereL is a scale at which the supersymmetry breaking
introduced. SinceLa is generally independent, the phas

FIG. 1. One-loop diagrams contributing to gaugino masses.
0-4
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contained in the gaugino masses are nonuniversal even i
case ofuL1u5uL2u. We cannot remove them completely b
using theR transformation unlike the universal gaugino ma
case. In fact, if we define the phases asLa[uLaueiwa and
makeM2 real by theR transformation, the phases ofM3 and
M1 are written as

arg~M3!5w12w2 ,

arg~M1!5arctanS 2uL1usin~w12w2!

3uL2u12uL1ucos~w12w2! D .

~29!

The scalar masses are induced as the values ofO(uLau2)
through the two-loop diagrams as in the ordinary ca
Again, only difference comes from the fact that the mod
has the direct product gauge structure at the high ene
region and the messengers (q, ,) and (q̄, ,̄) are the repre-
sentations of the different factor groups. This brings the m
ing factor between the vector superfieldsVr andVr8 , Vr9 as in
the gaugino mass case. Taking account of this, their form
can be written as

m̃f
252FC3S a3

4p D 2

1
2

3 S Y

2 D 2S a1

4p D 2G uL1u212FC2S a2

4p D 2

1S Y

2 D 2S a1

4p D 2G uL2u2, ~30!

whereC354/3 and 0 for the SU~3! triplet and singlet fields,
andC253/4 and 0 for the SU~2! doublet and singlet fields
respectively. The hyperchargeY is expressed asY52(Q
2T3). These formulas can give rather different mass sp
trum for the scalar fields depending on the values ofL1 /L2.
In fact, if we assumeL1,L2, for example, the mass differ
ence between the color singlet fields and the colored fie
tends to be smaller in comparison with the one in the o
nary scenario. Let us takeL1540 TeV andL25100 TeV to
show a typical spectrum of the superpartners at the su
symmetry breaking scale. Then we can have the follow
spectrum as

M35273 GeV, M25279 GeV, M15111 GeV,

m̃Q5562 GeV,

m̃U5455 GeV, m̃D5449 GeV, m̃L5347 GeV,

m̃E5130 GeV,

m15m25347 GeV, ~31!

wherem1 andm2 are masses of the Higgs scalars that cou
with the down and up sectors of quarks and leptons, res
tively. These masses are somewhat affected by the renor
ization group running effect, although the running region
not so large. For example, the modifications due to this ef
07502
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can be solved analytically for the masses of sleptons andH1,
for which Yukawa coupling effects can be neglected, as@7#

m̃,L

2 ~MW!5m̃,L

2 ~L!2 3
2 uM2~L!u2S a2

2~MW!

a2
2~L!

21D
2 1

22 uM1~L!u2S a1
2~MW!

a1
2~L!

21D ,

m̃,R

2 ~MW!5m̃,R

2 ~L!2 2
11 uM1~L!u2S a1

2~MW!

a1
2~L!

21D ,

~32!

where we do not write theD-term contribution explicitly.
The massm1

2 of the Higgs scalar has the same formula

m̃,L

2 .

As in the minimal gauge mediation model discussed
@7#, the soft supersymmetry breakingAf and B parameters
can also be expected to be induced through the radia
correction such as

Af.Af~L!1M2~L!~21.8510.34uhtu2!,

B

m
.

B

m
~L!2 1

2 At~L!1M2~L!~20.1210.17uhtu2!, ~33!

where we should omit a term ofht in the expression ofAf
except for the top sector (f 5t). In the case ofAf(L)
5B(L)50, which are expected in many gauge mediati
scenarios,Af andB are proportional toM2 and then theCP
phases in the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters
completely rotated away as far as gaugino masses are
versal @7#. However, in the present model this situation
broken even in the case ofAf(L)5B(L)50, since the
phases in the gaugino masses are not universal. Although
generation ofB should be considered on the basis of t
various mechanisms like them term @9# also in the presen
model, it is completely model dependent and we do not d
cuss it further.

Finally we comment on some phenomenological aspe
on these soft breaking parameters. At present it seems t
difficult to relate the supersymmetry breaking parameters
the observed values. Only exception might be found in
electroweak symmetry breaking. As is well known, the mi
mum condition of the tree level scalar potential in the MSS
can be written as

mZ
2522m212

m1
22m2

2tan2b

tan2b21
. ~34!

Supersymmetry breaking parameters in the right-hand
can be estimated by using the one-loop renormaliza
group equations~RGEs!. Through the semianalytic calcula
tion @10#, their weak scale values can be expressed us
various soft parameters at the supersymmetry breaking s
L whose examples are shown in Eq.~32!. If we take L
5100 TeV, mtop5170 GeV, and tanb55 and use the nu-
0-5
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merical coefficient obtained through the RGEs in this c
@11#, Eq. ~34! is expressed as2

mZ
2521.8m220.2M2

210.4M3
210.2At

210.4m̃Q3

2 10.4m̃U3

2

21.7m2
220.2AtM31•••, ~35!

where the ellipses represent the subdominant contributi
AssumingL1,2 to be real and substituting soft paramete
given by Eqs.~25! and ~30!, we obtain

mZ
25~115x216.1x213.2!~1023L2!221.8m2, ~36!

where x5L1 /L2 and we use Eq.~33! with At(L)50. In
Fig. 2 we plot the values ofm satisfying this relation for
various values ofL1,2. This shows thatm can take a reason
able value as far as we can set upL1,2 appropriately. As a
general feature we find that the largeL2 tends to require the
large value ofm. The sensitivity ofm againstx seems to be
almost independent of the value ofx in thex*0.5 region. In
the x&0.5 region, we can obtain a small value ofm such as
m;100 GeV as the consistent solution. However, it is n
essary to tune carefully the value ofx to be 0.35–0.5 depend
ing on L2 to obtain the smaller value ofm. This required
tuning is finer for the largerL2 value. Anyway, this feature
looks different from the ordinary minimal gauge mediati

2In this expression we do not take account of the difference
tweenL1 andL2 for the estimation of the numerical coefficient
However, we can expect that there is no substantial difference
if we take account of it.

FIG. 2. Values ofm required to realize a correct vacuum for th
various SUSY breaking scalesL1,2 TeV.
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model in whichx51 is satisfied and thenm*300 GeV is
required forL2>40 TeV as seen from Fig. 2.3

There is another interesting feature in this case. In
usual minimal gauge mediation scenario the lightest sup
particle in the whole spectrum except for the gravitino is t
right-handed slepton as far as we do not take account of
radiative effect. However, in the present scenario the pho
can be the lightest one in this situation even at the tree le
as we can see it in the example given in Eq.~31!. This
feature might be relevant to the event such ase1e2gg1
missing ET @6,7#. Our model might be discriminated from
other gauge mediation models by using this aspect.

The gaugino mass universality seems to be a rather g
eral result in various supersymmetry breaking scenar
However, the present model naturally induces nonunive
gaugino masses as a result of intrinsic nature of the mo
We generally have physicalCP phases in the gaugino secto
This may be dangerous since it can give a large contribu
to the electric dipole moment of a neutron and an electr
However, they could be within the experimental bound ev
if the CP phases areO(1). It is expected that there can be a
effective cancellation between the chargino and neutra
contributions to them@12#. We can check this in the presen
model and the result will be presented elsewhere@13#. In the
case that there is no contradiction with the electric dip
moment, these largeCP phases may be important when w
consider the electroweak baryogenesis@14#.

IV. SUMMARY

We investigated the soft supersymmetry breaking mas
in the supersymmetric unified model which can solve
doublet-triplet splitting problem. The model is construct
through the deconstruction by extending the gauge struc
into the direct product group SU(5)83SU(5)9. The low en-
ergy spectrum is the one of the MSSM with the addition
chiral superfields which can play a role of messengers in
gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking. The ga
anomaly cancellation requires to introduce these chiral
perfields. The discrete symmetry can be introduced to rea
the doublet-triplet splitting because of the the direct prod
gauge structure. It forces the color triplet and color sing
messengers to couple with the different singlet chiral sup
fields whose scalar and auxiliary components are assume
get the VEVs due to the hidden sector dynamics. This
make the different structure of the soft supersymmetry bre
ing masses from the ones of the ordinary minimal gau
mediation scenario. One of the interesting feature is that
mass difference between the colored fields and the color
glet fields can be smaller in comparison with the ordina
gauge mediation scenario. Another interesting point is t
the gaugino masses become nonuniversal generally and
nonuniversal phases are introduced in the gaugino mas

-

en

3The smallL2 makesM2 too small and it will be excluded from
the fact that neutralinos and charginos have not been found a
CERN e1e2 collider LEP.
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The CP phases can remain in the gaugino sector as
physical phases after theR transformation. This feature ma
discriminate this model from others since it is rather diffic
to construct the well-motivated model with the nonuniver
gaugino masses. Further phenomenological study of
model seems to be worthy since it is constructed on the b
of the reasonable motivation to solve the doublet-triplet sp
ting problem in the grand unified model.
e
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